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Let Qn.k,, be the number of all n-node ordered trees with r nodes of maximum level k and 
let B,,*,, be the number of all r-tuply rooted ordered trees with n nodes and height less than or 
equal to k. In this paper we derive the identitity 
Q n.k.r = &+,,k,r+, - Bn+,.k.r + h-x 
where n, k, r > 0. An explicit expression for Qn,k,r and its asymptotic equivalent is computed. 
Assuming that all trees with n nodes are equally likely, the above relation implies that a tree 
has two deepest nodes on the average; the probabilities and higher moments about origin for 
this distribution are computed. Finally, assuming that all n-node trees with height k are equally 
likely, we show that such a tree has 
4 
deepest nodes on the average for fixed k. 
1. Introduction 
Let 9 be the family of ordered frees defined by the symbolic equation 
7 l + = [ + /1 + A +... 
The tree T E 9 is called r-tree (see [6]) if the root of T has the degree r, r E N. 
The level of a node x appearing in T is the number of nodes on the simple path 
from the root to node n including the root and node X. The height of an ordered 
tree T is the maximum level of a node appearing in T. We say the tree T has a 
height of order r, r E N, if there are exactly r nodes in T with maximum level. For 
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example, consider the five ordered trees with four nodes, namely (Fig. 1): 
Fig. 1. The ordered trees with four nodes. 
The tree 7” is a 3-tree, T,, T3 are 2-trees and T4, T5 are l-trees. The tree Tl has 
the height 2 of order 3, the trees T2, T3 have the height 3 of order 1, the tree T4 
has the height 3 of order 2 and T5 has the height 4 of order 1. 
There are many one-to-one correspondences between ordered trees and other 
mathematical objects, such as ballot sequences, random walks, binary trees or 
Dyckwords. Let us consider the last two correspondences in more detail because 
they are related to several problems in Computer Science. 
1. It is well-known that the height of an ordered tree represents the maximum 
size of a stack used in algorithms that traverse the tree (see [4], [9]). There 
is an one-to-one correspondence between ordered trees with n nodes and 
binary trees with n leaves in which each node has zero or two sons (see [8]). 
The height of the ordered tree T corresponds to the maximum size of the 
stack used in the algorithm that traverses the corresponding binary tree in 
postorder. If T is an r-tree, the corresponding binary tree T’ has the 
property that there are r interior nodes on the path starting at the root to 
the leftmost leaf; in other words, traversing T’ in postorder there are 
exactly (r + 1) configurations in which the length of the stack is one. If T is a 
tree with height k of order r, the corresponding binary tree T’ has the 
property that there are exactly r configurations in which the length of the 
stack is maximal, namely k. 
2. Considering the well-known one-to-one correspondence between ordered 
trees with (n + 1) nodes and the words of length 2n in the Dycklanguage Q 
with one type of bracket (see [6], [7], [ll]), similar results as in 1. can be 
derived. Let w be a Dyckword of length 2n. The level of a bracket 
appearing in w is defined as the number of preceding opening brackets 
minus the number of preceding closing brackets. The depth of a Dyckword 
w is the maximum level of a bracket appearing in w (see [7]). Now, let T be 
an ordered tree with (n + 1) nodes. It is not hard to see that the depth of 
the corresponding Dyckword w E Q is equal to the height of T minus 1. If T 
is an r-tree, the corresponding Dyckword Q has a factorization into r prime 
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Dyckwords (see [6]). If T is a tree with height k of order r, the 
corresponding Dyckword w E D, has the property that there are exactly r 
brackets in w with maximum level (k - l), that is, the depth of w is reached 
exactly r times. 
The purpose of this paper is to derive a surprising relation between the number 
of all r-trees with height less than or equal to k and the number of all ordered 
trees with height k of order r. If Bn+? is the number of all n-node r-trees with 
height less than or equal to k and Qn,k,r is the number of all n-node ordered trees 
with height k of order r we shall show that1 
Q n,k,r =B n+l,k,r+l - &+l,k,r + &,k,r-1, 
where IZ, k, r >O. Furthermore, an explicit expression for Qn,k,r and its 
asymptotic equivalent is computed. Assuming that all ordered trees with n nodes 
are equally likely, let p,(n) be the probability that such a tree has a height of 
order r. The above relation implies that 
In n 
p,(n) = 2-’ + 0 no.5_E ( 1 
for all fixed r E N and for an arbitrary fixed small number E > 0. Moreover, it can 
be shown that an n-node ordered tree has a height of order two on the average 
for large it. The sth moment ~tt,(~, n) about origin is given for all fixed r E N and 
for an arbitrary fixed E > 0 by 
In n 
m&7 n)=J%(2)+0 no.5_E ( > 
where E,(2) is the sth Eulerian polynomial taken in the point 2. Finally, we shall 
show that an ordered tree with 12 nodes and height k has a height of order 
n+l 
&k(n) = 4 k+l sin* 
6 --+o 1 
0 k+l n 
on the average for fixed k E N and large II provided that these trees are equally 
likely. 
2. Enumeration results 
We start our study of the enumeration of all n-node trees with height k of order r 
by reviewing some known results. Let t(n) be the number of all ordered trees 
with it nodes and let 
C(X) = 2 t(n).? 
?I=1 
1 V. Strehl has given a combinatorial proof of this identity in the meantime (see [13]). 
(I) 
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be the corresponding generating function. Since C’(x) = C(x) - x, we find 
C(x) = f(1 - Vi=@. 
Thus, t(n) is the Catalannumber (see [9, p. 389]), that is 
t(n) = ; (2:;). 
Now, let &A, be the number of all r-trees with n nodes and height less than or 
equal to k. In [6] there is shown that the generating function 
Bi?(x) = c Bn,t&’ (4) 
l2=0 
is given by 
Bri:!,(x) = xA;(x), k 3 0 (5) 
where 
AR(X) = c A& (6) 
PI20 
is the generating function of the numbers An,k of all ordered trees with n nodes 
and height less than or equal to k. Following [4], we have the recurrence 
A,(x) = 0 (74 
Ak(x) =x/(1 - AkC-l(x)), k 3 1. Vb) 
which has the solution 
(1+ U)” - (1 - U)” 
A&) = 2x (I+ U)k+l _ (I _ U)k+l’ ll=Vi=G. (8) 
Now, let Qn,k,r be the number of all n-node trees with height k of order r and let 
Q/k Y) = “?I ,F1 Qn,k,JnYr (9) 
be the generating function of the numbers Qn,k,r. We prove the following 
Lemma 1. We have 
Qdx, Y) = XY 
&(X, y) = Ak--I(X)&--1(X, Y) 1 (1-&-2(X) - Qk-dx, Y)), k 3 2 
where Ak(x) is giVen by (8). 
Proof. Since only the one-node tree has the height k = 1 which is of order 1 we 
have Qn,k,r = &.l~k,18r,l* Hence, Q,(x, y) = xy. Now, let k 3 2. We consider the 
s-tuply rooted ordered tree T with n nodes given in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. An s-tuply rooted tree with subtrees T,, . . , T,. 
For fixed s E N we obtain all s-tuply rooted trees with height k of order r by 
(a) taking a root node 
(giving the contribution X) 
and by 
(b) attaching exactly s subtrees q, . . . , T, where for 1 s A s s 
(i) A of these subtrees have a height (k - 1) of orders r,, . . . , rA with 
r, + r2 + * * . + rA = r and 
(ii) the remaining (S - A) subtrees are trees of height less than or equal to 
(k - 2) (giving the contribution CIzl (i)Qi-,(x, y)AgZ$(x)). 
Thus, 
Using the binomial theorem and the geometric series we obtain further 
Q&, Y) =xsFI [(Q,c-k Y) +&-~(x))S -ASk-2(~)1 
=x 
Q,~-I(.G Y) + ~--Z(X) A~--z(x) 
1 - Q,_,(x, y) - At--Z(x) - 1 - &-2(x) 1 
=xQk-1(x, y)[l - Qic-l(x, Y) - 4-2(W1[1 - &-2(W1. 
Now, an application of (7b) leads directly to our proposition for k Z= 2. This 
completes the proof. Cl 
The following lemma gives us the solution of the recurrence for Qk(x, y) 
expressed in terms of the known function Ak(x) given by (8). 
Lemma 2. We have for k 2 I 
Q,&, Y) =Y(A?LIW -LI(x) +x) 1 (1 -Y&--~(X))- 
Proof. We shall prove our proposition by induction on k. Basis: k = 1. We have 
Q,(x, y) =xy, because A,(x) = 0 by (7a). Induction step: Assume that our 
proposition is true for k - 1. We obtain with Lemma 1 and the induction 
hypothesis by a simple calculation 
Q& Y) = YA~x)(A~~-~(x) - -4/c-2(~) +x)/U - XY -A/~--Z(X)). 
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Using (7b) in the form Ak_&) = 1 -x/A,_,( x we can replace Ak-&) by the ) 
latter expression and obtain immediately our proposition for k. 0 
Remark. Introducing the function Q&r, y) := Q&x, y) + AC--l(~, Y), the recur- 
sion for Q,&, y) given in Lemma 1 can be translated into Qi(x, Y) = XY and 
Q&, y) =x/(1 - Q&, y)), k 3 2. Such a recursion can always be solved by 
setting Q,(x, y) : = u&x, y)/b,&, y) which yields linear recurrences for a&, y) 
and b&x, y). Solving these recursions, we find the formula for Q&v, y) presented 
in the preceding lemma which is more easily proved by induction. 
Now, we are ready to prove the following 
Theorem 1. Let Bn,k,r be the number of all r-&ply rooted ordered trees with n 
nodes and height less than or equal to k and let Qn,k,r be the number of all ordered 
trees with n nodes and height k of order r. We have for all n, k, r > 0 the identity 
Q n,k,r = &+l,k.r+l - Bn+vc,r + &,k.r-1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 
Qk(X, y) = J+&(X) -&-1(X) +X)A&Y*A:~(x). 
a 
A comparison of the coefficients of y’ appearing in this expression with those 
appearing on the right side of (9) leads to 
z1 Qn,k,r xn = A;+_:(x) - AL_I(x) +xA;I’,(x) (10) 
or with (5) to 
c Qn,k,rXn = x-‘Bl,‘+“(x) - x-‘Bt’(x) + BE-“(x). 
n*l 
(11) 
Now, an application of (4) leads directly to our identity. Cl 
The above Theorem 1 reduces the problem of the computation of the number 
of all n-node trees with height k of order r to the computation of the number of 
all s-tuply rooted ordered trees with p nodes and height less than or equal to k for 
certain choices of s and p. In [6] there is given an explicit expression for the 
numbers Bn,k,r, r 3 1, n 2 r i- 1: 
2n-r-3 - >I n-r-2-A(k-l)-hk ’ 
Thus, we have also an explicit expression for the numbers Qn,k,r. 
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The following lemma gives us information about the asymptotic behaviour of 
the numbers Bn,k,r for fixed k, r E N and large n. 
Lemma 3. We have for fixed k, r E N 
B n,k,r = 4”-‘kC(’ ‘l- ‘)cos2’-2(n/k)tan2’(nik) 
+ 4”ZkC(n ‘i - 2)u+F cos2n-4(n/k)tan2’-2(Jr/k) 
+ O(r~-~4” cos2”(;Tdlk)), 
where Uk,r = 2kr - 3r - (2kr + 2r + 4)sin2(n/k). 
Proof. We have by (5) and (8) 
(1+ u)” - (1 - u)” r 
2x: (1 + U)k+l _ (1 _ U)k+l 1 9 
where u = vm. An elementary computation shows that Btil(x) has sin- 
gularities of order r at x,, = (4 cos2(nA/(k + l)))-l, 1 s A < (k + 1)/2; obviously, 
the singularity nearest to the origin is x1. In order to derive the asymptotic 
equivalent to Bn,k,r we apply the theorem of Darboux ([5], p. 447). For this 
purpose, let 
Computing the local expansion 
FL(x) = PzO b,(x - %)P 
z= 
we find 
and 
bO = 4’x;+‘(k + l)-’ sin2’(3c/(k + 1)) 
= i(k + l)-’ cos-2(n/(k + l))tan2’(n/(k + 1)) 
bl = -4’~‘x;(k + l)-ruk+l,,sin2r-2(Jr/(k + 1)) 
= -f(k + l)-rUk+l,, cos-‘(n/(k + l))tan2’-2(n/(k + l)), 
where uk,r is defined in our lemma. Thus, by the theorem of Darboux 
B --n n,k+l,r = xl 
Inserting the explicit expressions for bO and b, into this relation we obtain the 
desired asymptotic equivalent because (r)n/n! = (” ‘L- ‘). This completes the 
proof of our lemma. 0 
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In principle such an expansion as described in Lemma 3 could be carried out as 
far as we like. Choosing r = 1 we obtain 
B n,k,l = 4”-‘k-l cos*“-*(n/k)tan*(n/k) + O(n-*4” cos*“(n/k)). 
This result is implicitly given by formula (15) in [4]. 
Corollrrry 1. An asymptotic equivalent for the number Qn,k,r of all ordered trees 
with n nodes and height k of order r is given for fixed k, r E N and large n by 
Q n,k,r = 4”k-‘-‘( n ‘: + 1)cos2~(Jr/k)tan2rt2(n/k) 
+ O(n’-‘4” cosZn(x/k)). 
3. Some statistical results 
Assuming that all ordered trees with n nodes are equally likely this section is 
devoted to the presentation of some distribution results. 
Theorem 2. The probability p,(n) that an ordered tree with n nodes has a height of 
order r is given for all fixed r E N and for an arbitrary fixed E > 0 by 
In n 
p&)=2-‘+ 0 no.5-_~ ( > . 
Moreover, the sth moment about origin m,(r, n) of the random variable which 
takes the value r with probability pi(n) is given for arbitrary fixed E > 0 by 
m,(r, n) = 42) + 0(-$&)7 
where e,(2) is the sth Eulerian polynomial taken in the point 2. 
Proof. Since Qn,k,r = 0 for k 2 n - r + 2 we obtain for the probability p,(n) 
p,(n) = t(n)-‘,c, Qo,~ (12) a 
or with Theorem 1 
p&r) = t(n)-‘2 ]K+w.~+~- &+w + &,+A 
where t(n) is given by (3). In [6] is shown 
&(n) = n - r + 1 - T;t c Bn,+, (13) 
l=%h=n--r 
where h,(n) is the average height of a r-tuply rooted planted plane tree with n 
nodes and T,,, is the number of all these trees given by 
L,r=& (“,-,‘). (14) 
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Using (13) the above expression for p,(n) can be easily transformed into 
p,(n) = (n + W(W]~,+1,,+1 - T,+I,,+ Tn.,-,I 
+ ~(~)-‘[rI+,,r~r(~ + 1) - ~“+lJ+*~,+l(~  1) - L,r-ILI(4l. 
An application of (14) shows that the expression in the first bracket is zero. 
Hence 
pi.(n) = q&)G + 1) - 9r+l,l (G,+,(n + 1) - Q~-I,o(n)fi,-I(n)9 (15) 
where q&n) = T,+,,,l@), a E (0, l}. Using Stirling’s approximation a simple 
calculation leads to the asymptotical expression 
q,,.(n) = r/T+1-2a + O(n-‘). 
It was shown in [6] that 
&@I) = I/G - (r - 2)/2 + o( $&) 
for arbitrary fixed E > 0 and fixed r E N. Hence, we obtain further with (15) by an 
elementary calculation 
p,(n) = 2-’ + o( $k) 
for arbitrary fixed E > 0 and fixed r E N. This proves the first part. Next, we have 
to compute the sth moment about origin given by 
%(r* n) = Z, rsp,(n)* 
Using the above definition for p,(n) given by (12) we obtain 
m,(r, n) = t(n)-’ c C,,,(k) (16) 
where 
C,,,(k) = c ‘%,t.r. 
r*l 
Now, we consider the sum C,,,(k). First, we derive a useful identity. An 
inspection of Lemma 2 shows, that for s > 1 
= A”,I:(x)[A;_,(x) -A/p&) +X] 
x [l - YAk_l(X)]++? 
Choosing y = 1 we obtain further 
z,x”g, os&~= A;I_:(x)[A~~_I(x) - A,-&) +X][l - Ak-dX)]-S-l 
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and by an application of (7b) 
z, x”zl (:)Q..,,r = x-'(Ak(x) - x)"-'(A:(x) - A,‘(x) +x). 
Multiplying this equation by xs and using the binomial theorem on the right side 
we get with (10) 
;lx”+s~l (:)Qn,,.r = o<~s_l (”; l)W-l-A~s-l-A . . 
x A;(x)(&) - A&) +x) 
=os2-l2x n+s-A-1(_1)s-A-l 
s-l 
X ( > A Qn,k+l,A+l* 
Identifying the coefficients of xn in the last equation we have further 
w ’ Qn,,,,= rz=l s (Z_, (-lY+l(s i ‘)Qn+~+~,k+~,i+~ __ 
for n 3 1. Generally, there is the well-known relation (see [l; p. 8241) 
where the Sf are the Stirling numbers of the first kind. Thus, 
o$._Si~l riQn.k,,=s! c (-l),-h-‘(S i ')Q.+A+~ k+l A+I- I 1 
OrA=%-1 
Now, using Stirling’s inversion formula we get finally (see [12; p. 991) 
C,,,(k) = c rsQn,k,, 
r21 
= C Xi! C (-l)‘-“-l(i Y l)Qn+~+l,k+l,A+l, 
OSiSs OsAsi-1 \ h / 
where the Yi are the Stirling numbers of the second kind. 
for n 3 1 we have with (12) 
z1 Qn+~+l,k+l,~+l = t(n + J. + I)PA+,(~ + A. + 11, 
where t(n) is given by (3). Therefore with (16) 
Since Qn+~+l,l,~+l = 0 
(17) 
(18) 
m,(r, n) = t(n)-’ C .Y$! 2 
OriSs OrAri-1 
(-l)‘~*~‘( i i l)t(n + A + l)p,+,(n + A + 1). 
Since by Stirling’s approximation t(n + A + 1)/t(n) = 22A+2 + o(n-‘) for fixed 3, 
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we obtain further with the first part of our theorem 
m,(r, n) = 2 Y$! 
OSiSS 
.<Zi_, ,-1,i-A-1( i ; l)2”+’ + 
__ 
257 
In n 
O- ( > no.+ . 
The inner sum is elementary and has the value 2(1. - 6i,o). Thus 
?n,(r,n)=2 c 
In n 
l<iSS 
L@+o no.5-_8 * ( > 
Now, we have by a well-known theorem of Frobenius (see [3; p. 2441) 
E,(U) = u 2 .Y$! (u - l)s+, 
l=SiSs 
where E,(U) is the sth Eulerian polynomial. Choosing u = 2 we get immediately 
the second part of our Theorem. 0 
Since E,(u) = u, E,(u) = u + u2 and the variance is given by 02(r, n) = 
m2(r, n) - m:(r, n) we have the following 
Corollary 2. Assuming that all ordered trees with n nodes are equally likely, such a 
tree has a height of order two on the average for large n. The variance is given by 
two for large n. 
Note that, for large n, 50% of all ordered trees with n nodes have a height of 
order one and that 75% of all ordered trees with n nodes have a height of order 
less than or equal to two. Moreover, more than 99% of all ordered trees with n 
nodes have a height of order less than or equal to seven. If we restrict our 
considerations to the set of ordered trees with n nodes and height k then we can 
also determine the average order of the height of such a tree provided that all 
these trees are equally likely. We prove the following. 
Theorem 3. Assuming that all ordered trees with n nodes and height k are equally 
likely, such a tree has a height of order 
n+l 
Lyk(n) = 4 k+l sin2 --+o 1 
6 
0 k+l n 
on the average for fixed k and large n. 
Proof. Obviously, the average order of the height of an ordered tree with n 
nodes and height k is given by 
a;c(n) =[ r2jl Q,..+] -lrTl rQn,k,r. 
Since the first factor on the right side is equal to the number of all trees with n 
nodes and height k, that is An,k -An,k-l by (6), we obtain with (18) 
Lyk(n) = ]-&A -A,,,-,I-‘C&) 
= Pn,,c - A~,~-I~-~Q~+I,~+I,I. 
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Now, an application of Theorem 1 leads immediately to 
ax(n) = [&I+l,k+l,l - Bn+l.k,ll_l[Bn+2,k+l,2 - & Z.k+*,ll 
because An,k = Bn+l,k+l,l by (4), (5), (6) and B,,,,,,,, = 0. Using the asymptotic 
expansion of Bn,k,r given in Lemma 3 we get further or(n) = 0 and by a lengthy, 
but elementary calculation 
n+l 
for fixed k 2 2. This completes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
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